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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
It seems like it was only yesterday when I joined Bass Sydney, now I have the great honour of
being president of the club. I would like to thank the past presidents, committee members and
members for all their hard work and participation, and for the faith they have shown in electing me
president.
I look forward to the next 12 months as we have some very exciting things happening. Our club
shares some great relationships with other Bass clubs and we are fortunate enough to be involved
in 6 Bass catches per year. I am very proud in recent times that we have formed a great friendship
with the Wingham bass club and are invited to fish and camp in the heart of bass country on the
mid North coast. Our years of involvement with the Hunter Native Fish club gives us the
opportunity to camp and fish twice a year with such a great bunch of guys, always having such a
wonderful time up there. Of course, our own Hawkesbury Nepean BassCatch is always the
highlight of our year. Our own club events calendar has increased this year which I hope will
have something that will appeal to everyone.
Bass Sydney will continue its involvement with Parramatta Council having the fishways erected
on the weirs and hopefully one day, we’ll have a thriving bass population in the heart of Sydney.
We’ll also be moving forward with our efforts on the Lane Cove River. Both Alan Fowkes and
Milton Lazarus have done an absolutely fantastic job in those areas and should be commended on
their hard work and contribution. In the next 12 months, Bass Sydney will be monitoring closely
the works being carried out on the Nepean River with the new fishways being erected on the weirs.
Bass Sydney has a very long history at being advocates for environmental issues and that is
something that will continue into the future.
Above all else I look forward to fishing and can’t wait till spring rolls around to start chasing wild
river bass. Tight lines !
Chris Ghosn
BassCatch Participation prize
Congratulations to Ashley Thamm for winning the BassCatch Participation prize. This is a
relatively new club prize and it’s a lucky draw format. All the BassCatch forms from the last
BassCatch are thrown into “the barrel” and the winner is drawn. Another reason to participate in
the BassCatches !
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Noel Brown Memorial Award
Noel was a long time member of both the Springwood club and Bass Sydney and this award,
named in his honour, is run by the Springwood club in conjunction with the October BassCatch.
It is for the best 5 fish caught during the BassCatch (total length). It was won last October by our
very own Barry Cole! Barry & Fowkesy did an overnighter from Penrith weir to Devlins Lane as
reported last year. Barry doesn’t live in Sydney and he hasn’t been presented with his trophy.
Barry requested that a couple of pictures to be taken & sent to him. This was done recently and to
share in his glory, we’re also showing the 2 photos here:

I was living overseas when Noel passed away and I was saddened to hear about that. Noel’s big, tall
frame and booming, jolly voice was always a welcome sight in those days as well as his bottle of white
port which usually made a (short-lived) appearance at club social events.
The Editor

BassCatch Trophy 2008/2009
This long-running trophy is based on BassCatch points totalled during the season’s 2 BassCatches.
The winner for this season is (surprise!) Gary Blount with 374 points. Equal runners-up are
Wayne Bennet and HS Tham with 202 points. Hey! Not bad, as I only fished for 1 day during the
February BassCatch!

The Editor

My First EP (by Alan Izzard)
With the Easter long weekend approaching I was lamenting the fact that I was not going to get
much fishing in. My wife Keri was going to Bungendore for the whole weekend to compete in the
Australian Carriage Driving Championships and I was expecting the usual host of country guests
staying at home while they visited the Royal Show. To my surprise I discovered that no one was
expected this year, hmm, was that because Keri was away and therefore no one wanted to stay
with me alone, my cooking’s not that bad, or was it co-incidence, Who cares? I thought! Here was
a chance to get a couple of mornings fishing in. I organised with Garnet, (Eveready), and we set
off to our local spot on Friday morning. The creek was still dirty after the rain from a week ago,
the tide was already on the way out as well, but we battled on. Pretty dismal results for that day, I
caught 1 small flathead and a chopper tailor that I could hide in the palm of my hand. Garnet did
better with a couple of Bass.
In the post mortem Garnet suggested we give Cockle Creek a go the next day. I picked him up at
7.45 and we set off. It only took about 15 mins. Driving and we were at the launch site. Access is
really good here, however unless you have a NPWS parks pass the fee for a day is $11.00. We
expected a few Bream from across the creek to the launch ramp, the rocks are covered with
oysters, but there was no one home or they just weren’t hungry. We soon moved upstream and as
we paddled I remembered reading about how we should fish the mangroves because the Bream &
Flathead would be waiting to ambush the baitfish moving about there. I decided to put on a
popper, a Rebel Teeny Pop R to be precise, the sound it gives off had Garnet laughing all day. We
headed up stream towards Bass water without much luck until I cast along a large rock wall and
after about 4 bloops the little popper got smashed. A smallish Bream took off for the ocean, but
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was soon turned around and landed, my first bream on a popper that I had actually managed to get
into the boat.
We moved on further upstream until we came
to a large hole under some overhanging
branch’s, Garnet cast in and had a hit and got a
little bit of gear failure so he very kindly
suggested that I have a cast as well. 1 bloop
and the popper was smashed again, this time
with what appeared to be a Bass. When I
landed it I noticed that the whole popper was
jammed in the fish’s mouth. I measured it and
Garnet took some photos.

.
I then had to remove the lure from the fish’s mouth. It was stuck so hard that I had to get a finger
in behind the lure and force the poor buggers mouth as far open as possible, you know like the
dentist does, and force the bottom of the popper upwards and outwards. To my surprise the lure
flicked straight out and over the side of the kayak, the fish had missed ALL the treble points.
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Look Ma, no hooks!

My first EP.

It’s a bit difficult to see in the pic, but the top treble is hanging loose and the bottom treble, with
the feather is outside the fish’s mouth. He/she had hit it so hard it had jammed inside the mouth,
but when you have a good look you will notice that the lure is upside down to what you would
expect, it had taken the lure from above, possibly when the lure moved slightly underwater with
the first rod movement. It was only when we looked at the pictures that we realised that it was an
EP, not a Bass, so my first confirmed EP was really something different.
Not long after, we reached the end of the tidal influence and decided to investigate on foot for a
bit. First thing I noticed were footprints in the sand, looks like this place is no secret. I changed
lures to a soft plastic worm and on the first cast into a clear pool about 6 fish suddenly appeared
with the hungriest hooking up, a Bass of about 250mm. We explored further upstream but no more
fish were to be had, although Garnet had a follow from a monster, estimated size of about 400.
Back to the kayaks and headed back downstream, tied the popper back on and as looking forward
to some more surface action. The tide had dropped considerably by now and the shallow sections
were just that. I was just floating along watching the mullet moving about when I suddenly
realised that they were funny shaped mullet, bloody hell!! they were whiting, and plenty of them
and some good sizes as well. Began casting furiously but they were not interested. As I moved
back into deeper water I started casting to bank side grottos and shaded areas once again and
pulled another Bream and several smaller EP’s, bringing my total to 5. Garnet came home with a
wet sail, collecting several Bream in the closing stages, 2 from the exact spot we started from,
obviously they were hungrier now.
My Second EP (by The Editor)
As it turned out, I also caught an EP during Easter. I decided to fish the Roseville area of Middle
Hbr on Good Friday. I’ve always wanted to try that area with its natural-looking areas, clear &
deep water. I put in under the bridge and because I had to do a u-turn and then a couple of loops
under the bridge, my well-known sense of direction had me going the opposite way to my intended
route after I got on the water. Of course, it took me at least 2 or 3 hrs before I realized it – when I
ran out of water!! I had intended going downstream, but …
The fishing was poor and I caught very little. I tried my usual array of lures – crankbaits, SP’s
and even tried a popper on the shallow flats where I saw plenty of bream & whiting. I think I got
a couple of tiny choppers and the smallest whiting I’ve ever caught, on an Attack.
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4” whiting on a 2” lure

Flats on the upper reaches

The upper stretch of Middle Hbr is shallow, but well populated by woody snags in addition to the
rocky shoreline. I had switched to a deeper diving lure which I’ve had for years, but have never
caught a fish with – a Micro Mullet in brown trout colours. Among a big snag pile in a deeper bit
adjacent to shallow flats, I got an immediate hit which turned out to be a very nice EP of 355mm.
It was bigger than the only other EP I’ve ever caught, from an upper reach of Pt Hacking many
years ago and after admiring it for a while and a few snaps, I watched it swim off.

Berowra Ck outing 18/4/09
The scheduled trip to Patonga was called off due to the crowds that gather there during the school
holidays. It was decided to fish Berowra Creek with Crosslands Reserve being the launching
point.
Six Bass Sydney members met at the launching ramp at 8am on Saturday morning. Alan Izzard,
Geoff Shadbolt, Warren Chalmers and Dave Stewart decided to go downstream to fish the
mangroves and the sand flats for bream, flathead and whatever else they could find. Ashley
Thamm and I were going to go upstream and fish the deeper corners before heading up over the
rapids into the fresh to look for some bass.
By the time we had reached the rapids the tide had almost run out. With no fish so far we decided
to try the fresh above the rapids. I had a few strikes on the surface but no hook-ups. Just as I was
about to exit the third pool I hooked a small bass (195mm) on a Predatek Spaddler.
As we made our way further up the creek we noticed how much weed was about with some of the
pools almost covered in it.
After a couple of hours with no further result we decided to go back downstream and fish the
rising tide. It was not too long before Ashley caught a 30cm flattie, so we were both on the board. I
caught another 200mm bass that must have been lost. With increasing canoe and kayak traffic
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(there were a lot of kids doing their D of E award) we decided to head up Still Creek which is
opposite the launching ramp. The creek was nice and quiet compared to the main river. Ashley and
I were chatting as we fished and I mentioned to Ashley that I did not know anyone who had caught
a fish in this creek. I had only just finished speaking when Ashley said “you do now” showing off
the nice little bream on the end of his line. This was encouraging stuff, when in the next minute or
so I caught a small flattie followed up by a small bream.

The fish were not the only things biting, the sand flies and midges were eating Ashley and me
alive, and so we decided to pull the plug and head back to the launching ramp at the reserve.
I found out later that the others had not scored a fish, Ashley and me with 6 fish in 8 hours the
fishing was extremely tough.
Due to the bad weather on Sunday the trip with Neville, Anthony and Chris was cancelled.
Report by Garnet Noble

PARRAMATTA GREAT CARP FISHOUT 2/5/09
Bass Sydney’s stand at the Parramatta carp bash was attended by 4 BS members, led by our
Parramatta R Project Officer, Alan Fowkes. Chris Ghosn, Garnet Noble, Jim Taylor & The Editor
was present through most of the day.
It was a beautiful day, sunny & warm and the event was quite well attended. There were a couple
of serious-looking fishers, but most attendees were families with a great number of children. For
a change, 2 carp were caught (and an eel). A boy, aged around 8 or 10 won the prize for biggest
carp caught. From memory, it was a respectable fish of over 2kg. The Ed had a line in the water
nearly the whole day, but nary was a bite experienced.
The fishing area was between the 2 bridges and somehow, the carp knew to keep upstream of the
area! When we went for a walk up to the fish lock, we could see a number of carp milling around
the shallows down from the weir. We can report seeing good progress on the fish lock
construction.
Our stand attracted some attention, with our display board a good drawcard. Any exposure is
good publicity, but we could probably count on one hand the number of genuine interest from
prospective bass fishers or potential members. At least we were able to meet our grant obligation
for community involvement while enjoying the lovely autumn day and talking the usual trash
among ourselves. CG & The Ed also had a nice yummy lunch at a nearby Malaysian restaurant!
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Stay tuned for a BassCatch on the upper Parramatta R as Fisheries would like to establish a
baseline before the fishway is installed. The club participated in a similar outing there about
10yrs ago where one bass was caught. Like a few things we do, its hard work for very little
reward, but someone has to do it!
Narrabeen family fishing day 16/5/09
3 brave souls braved gale-force winds to meet & fish at Narrabeen on Saturday, 16/5/09. Chris G,
Al Izzard & Garnet were the only ones to turn out. Apparently, in between being blown across
the lagoon at ski speeds, they managed to pick up a few choppers & small bream. Obviously, the
“family” part of the event sensibly decided to stay home ! We’ll have to come up with another
event on our calendar to include our long-suffering families as I believe it is an important part of a
club. I had planned on attending with my family, but as it was the weekend of my daughter’s
birthday, I couldn’t. Sunday was a nice day though! Typical!
Lantana Removal, Grose R, 31/5/09
After having been postponed once before, we were supposed to join the Springwood Club for
lantana removal along the Grose R on Sunday, 31/5/09. Us volunteers were called early Sunday
morning & told that it was to be cancelled once again. This was due to all the rain that fell for a
couple of days beforehand. Even though early Sunday was fine & sunny, it was decided that the
area would be wet & slippery and besides, it was not ideal to be poisoning under these wet
conditions. Oh well! Next time.
Thompsons Creek Dam weekend
Chris G is organizing a weekend away in 20 & 21 June to fish Thompsons Creek dam. Anyone
interested should liaise with Chris.
Having just spent a miserable weekend on my favourite Central Tablelands streams where there
are some serious water usage issues (big gold mines extracting water) as well as drought, the
lakes are a viable source of trout not far from Sydney ! Those who know me would be surprised
I’m advocating fishing a lake, but I was devastated that my favourite stream has been treated very
badly by the water authorities. I’ve been enjoying that river since 1992 and have never seen it so
devoid of life, except for redfin. I managed the only legal trout caught over the weekend, with a
small, but chubby hen rainbow caught on a blade lure at Lk Lyell. At least it was my first fish ever
on a blade.
The Editor
This is as good as it got on the river!

Maybe we were just in a parallel universe!?
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NSW METROPOLITAN WATER PLAN
Minister Phillip Costa has written to the NSWCFA inviting us to participate in the community
consultation process for the review of the Metropolitan Water Plan. Al Izzard, representing the
CFA (& us) attended a workshop on 25/5/09. Whilst invitations to the workshops are at a
premium, the Minister has asked interested parties to complete an online survey relating to the
Metropolitan Water Plan. This survey is at: www.waterforlife.nsw.gov.au/haveyoursay Alan’s
report of the workshop follows –
th

I attended the workshop on behalf of Bass Sydney and the CFA on Monday the 25 of May. Max
Castle from RFA also attended this workshop so there were 2 of us from the Rec. fisher aspect.
The workshop was mainly aimed at how Sydney can secure its drinking water in the future. When
asked about anglers’ point of view I mentioned, several times, that access to the catchment dams
was a priority to us. When told that it was a security problem I mentioned that there did not seem
to be any security problems at St.Clair, Glenbawn and many other dams in the country, maybe the
people in the country are more expendable.
The main issue was recycling and water wastage and ways to improve both. Both Max and I
flogged the issue of environmental flows, and not just the quantity of water released but the quality
as well, it would seem that 97% of the flows will be treated effluent. We both noticed that there is a
fair bit of ignorance on the condition of the freshwater reaches of the H/Nepean.
Maybe there is an opportunity for the Bass Clubs to do some PR work here and let people see
what has happened. I have been told this week the Water Hyacinth has all but taken over the
Yarramundi Lagoon. If we can get some pics in the daily newspapers or onto TV maybe something
will get done.
Alan Izzard

THE TORN BLUE FRINGE
As all BS members should know by now, this report, commissioned by the National Parks
Association has caused quite a stir. I sent this Report and its rebuttal, commissioned by ACoRF,
on to all BS members by e-mail this week. You can use the Sportfish website to send through a
“form letter” to Carmel Tebbutt, the NSW Minister of the Environment, the Premier and their
Shadow counterparts as private individuals. I’m sure there are a couple of views as to the
response from Bass Sydney and I feel that it should be discussed when we get together as a Club
next week. We should try to read as much of the reports as possible in the meantime so we are
well-informed before our GM. Please try to make the meeting so that our response may be
discussed.
The Editor
A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
As the new Editor, I must extend, on behalf of all Bass Sydney members, a great vote of thanks to
Milton for his years of dedication in putting together the Battler. He did a great job. Already,
I’m finding it to be a lot harder than he made it look!
Another Aussie bass season has passed and I was very happy to have experienced it from the
October BassCatch until now as it was my first for a long time. The challenge for the next few
months is what to target at the end of our fishing lines. For some, it’s a time to maintain gear;
while for others, it may be to break out the blackfish gear or target tailor & trevally. I know I’ll be
trying to catch a blackfish feed if only I haven’t lost all my floats the last time I tried a few months
ago during huge seas. Got any more of those cool home made floats Milton ?
HS Tham

Next Meeting is on
Tuesday 9th June
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